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Obligatory this did not happen today. So, I have a friend, we’re gonna

call him D. D was riding on the bus with me, to a field trip, and he had

some chips. They were chili Doritos, (my favorite) so I asked for some.

He obliged, and gave me about half the bag. I thought nothing of it

and just went on with my day. Flash forward about a month, and last

Friday I learned he was being starved, neglected, and beaten at

home, since he confided in me. I realized that those chips were likely

his only food for the day (all he ate was those chips and a sucker.) It

hit me that I had unknowingly taken my best friend’s only food. He

normally only ate a bag of chips, or maybe no lunch at all. I only put

two and two together once he told me about the abuse. I then

started packing him “care packages” filled with protein bars,

chocolate, and other high calorie things. I’m doing my best to take

care of him and help him find courage to talk to a school counselor.

And to not take his chips. TL; DR: I took my friend’s Doritos and it’s

haunted me.

 63 Comments  Share  96% Upvoted

Posted by u/tibbbbbbbby 9 hours ago

TIFU by taking my starving friend’s chips.

Runbunnierun 290 points · 8 hours ago

If you have that teacher. You know the one that's kind of

cool but mostly kind please talk to them. They may be able

to help, especially if it's a teacher you both trust. Sometimes

they are able to have a more direct line with the counselor.

I will say the flip side is often that this teacher is faced with

knowing the counselor did what they could but CPS failed

that kid.

Source I am one of those teachers.
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dogday17 16 points · 11 minutes ago

It's not just a direct line to the counselors. At least where

I live it is mandatory to report any abuse you see or hear

about (you can lose your job if you don't). There is usually

a chain of command that you follow like report it to

principal or counselor and then they assess and report it

further if need be. Schools take reports like that

seriously, though I can't speak for CPS.

Continue this thread 

angela_nevermore 642 points · 9 hours ago
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Posted by u/Drive-Bye 6 days ago 

TIFU by letting my sister use the Reddit app on my phone
and then getting notified that she has a nice vagina.
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Posted by u/The_Brogrelord 3 days ago

TIFU by not knowing what black coffee is

So with a new patio in the back garden being done, we have a local

handyman there doing his thing. Naturally I offer to make him a drink, to

which he replies black coffee. Now, being a clueless, tea drinking Brit, I

assume black coffee is a type of branded coffee or something. Can't find it,

make him a normal milky coffee instead. Perfect.

I apologise to him saying we don't have any black coffee, to which he

laughs - not sure why at the time. I hand over this milky mug of coffee to

him and his face instantly shifts to the most defeated look ever. The couple

seconds of silence were ended with him saying "Cheers mate" in a

disappointed manner.

This continued for the rest of the day, every time he asked for a coffee until

So with a new patio in the back garden being done, we have a local

handyman there doing his thing. Naturally I offer to make him a drink, to

which he replies black coffee. Now, being a clueless, tea drinking Brit, I

assume black coffee is a type of branded coffee or something. Can't find it,

make him a normal milky coffee instead. Perfect.

I apologise to him saying we don't have any black coffee, to which he

laughs - not sure why at the time. I hand over this milky mug of coffee to

him and his face instantly shifts to the most defeated look ever. The couple

seconds of silence were ended with him saying "Cheers mate" in a
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This continued for the rest of the day, every time he asked for a coffee until
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Posted by u/aeldsidhe 18 hours ago

TIFU by overtipping my waitress

I got an early Xmas card with a $50 bill in it. I put the bill in my wallet until I

could get to the bank in a couple days

On my way home, I stopped at a sit-down restaurant and tipped my

waitress with a five-dollar bill...you know where this is going, don't you?

The waitress was surprised and very happy and thankful, which I thought

was a bit over the top for what amounted to about a 30% tip.

I got an early Xmas card with a $50 bill in it. I put the bill in my wallet until I

could get to the bank in a couple days

On my way home, I stopped at a sit-down restaurant and tipped my

waitress with a five-dollar bill...you know where this is going, don't you?

The waitress was surprised and very happy and thankful, which I thought

was a bit over the top for what amounted to about a 30% tip.
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Comes time to deposit the $50 and guess what, it's nowhere to be found.

After puzzling for several days over where I might have put it, the neurons

fire, the connection is made, and I realize that I had to have given it to the

waitress, which would explain her reaction.

Comes time to deposit the $50 and guess what, it's nowhere to be found.

After puzzling for several days over where I might have put it, the neurons

fire, the connection is made, and I realize that I had to have given it to the

waitress, which would explain her reaction.
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Posted by u/updog25 3 days ago

TIFU by not stalking my husband

We are at my grandparents this weekend to visit family. I notice him get

out of bed and head towards the stairs. In my half asleep state I let him go.

About a minute later I realized I fucked up and should have followed him.

He had no reason to head to the stairs. He comes back down and I see him

rummaging through what I thought was his backpack. Turns out he

completely unpacked my entire suitcase looking for underwear. My stupid

ass finally realizes he's sleepwalking and I wake him up gently. I ask him

what he is doing and he said "I went to the bathroom". It's at this point I

start panicking and ask where he went to the bathroom. He realizes too

and says "I don't know". So here it is 4am. I have scanned my grandparents

entire house and can't find the urine. But I know it's there. And I lie here,

waiting to hear the scream from someone finding it with their foot, having

to come clean, and become disinvited from future family gatherings.
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Posted by u/[deleted] 2 days ago

TIFU by having sex with my best friends mom several times

Obligatory this happened in the past 30 months or so. Today (Saturday,

actually, I found out. Also, sorry if I don't have the best English).

TL;DR: 28yo male here from Europe. My closest friends from my childhood

and early school up to high school are still there, even if they are not many.

However, in the past four years, I developed a friendship with a guy and I

consider him my best friend now. On Saturday I found out that I was

casually fucking his mother. To make things worse, we call each other 'bro'.

Longer version.

The grandparents that raised me (from my mother side) moved a few years

ago in a small town and left me the apartment in the big city (the capital of

the country). I visited them as often as I could and I still do. About three
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Posted by u/MrWittyResponse 6 days ago

TIFU by telling a lady asking me for money that I didn’t
speak English... in perfect English

So it was late at night and I had to make a stop at the gas station to fill up

my car. This lady comes up to me wearing this really baggy hoodie. Judging

by appearances she seemed to be a substance abuser. She says she’s

pregnant and needs some cash to pay for her motel room. I really wasn’t

buying it: she didn’t look pregnant at all and looked like she had a pillow or

something under her sweater. I was really tired and didn’t want to deal

with her so my tired brain decided that rather than just saying no the best

thing to do would be to pretend that I was a foreigner and couldn’t speak

English. So I replied to her saying “Sorry, I don’t speak English”. She gave

me a bewildered look and said “Oh ok”. But then she realized... “hey but
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you just said that in perfect English.” Realizing I had made a dumb mistake

I started to panic and said “Yeah but that’s all the English I know”. She lost
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I started to panic and said “Yeah but that’s all the English I know”. She lost
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Posted by u/JohnFKennedy-- 3 days ago

TIFU by letting my dad came home to see vomit everywhere
and my girlfriend blackout drunk and naked on the floor

My girlfriend (who my dad has never met until now) and I decided it would

be a fun to do a Harry Potter drinking game except we watch all 8 movies,

totalling 20 hours.

We were drinking spirits with mixers, the first time I’ve ever drunk spirits.

Holy shit you wouldn’t believe how many times people say Harry Potter.

After just one movie we are half a bottle of Vodka and 3/4 a bottle of Gin

down. Now is probably a good time to mention I’m an absolute lightweight,

which is very impressive for a 6’6” male.

Naturally we are drunk and decide having sex is a good idea so we proceed

to do that, then grab a shower. At this point both of us are properly wasted

and no longer in control of our actions.

My girlfriend (who my dad has never met until now) and I decided it would

be a fun to do a Harry Potter drinking game except we watch all 8 movies,

totalling 20 hours.

We were drinking spirits with mixers, the first time I’ve ever drunk spirits.

Holy shit you wouldn’t believe how many times people say Harry Potter.

After just one movie we are half a bottle of Vodka and 3/4 a bottle of Gin

down. Now is probably a good time to mention I’m an absolute lightweight,

which is very impressive for a 6’6” male.
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Posted by u/iamlarrypotter 5 days ago

TIFU by squeezing a mango onto my asshole to be sexy
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Posted by u/Father__Corn 1 day ago

TIFU by giving an old guy a shower.

This actually did happen about 3 hours ago.

So, I work at an assisted living place (like a nursing home, but we don't do

anything medical). I give showers sometimes to those who need

assistance, and tonight happened to be a particular male resident that

enjoys flirting with ALL the women who work here. I got him sat down in

the shower and washed him while listening to his little comments about

me. Once we got done I told him to grab ahold of his walker and get up so

I could start getting him dried off and dressed for bed.

He lifted his butt off the seat just a bit then sat back down. Sometimes he

can't get up on his feet the first try so i thought, ok, lets try this again. He

lifted up just a bit then plopped back down saying "Ouch!". I asked him

This actually did happen about 3 hours ago.
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anything medical). I give showers sometimes to those who need
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enjoys flirting with ALL the women who work here. I got him sat down in

the shower and washed him while listening to his little comments about

me. Once we got done I told him to grab ahold of his walker and get up so

I could start getting him dried off and dressed for bed.

He lifted his butt off the seat just a bit then sat back down. Sometimes he

can't get up on his feet the first try so i thought, ok, lets try this again. He

lifted up just a bit then plopped back down saying "Ouch!". I asked him
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Posted by u/DenseAFThrowaway 3 days ago

TIFU by missing the biggest hint a girl has ever dropped on
me
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Edit: There's an update now, and it's not good.

Obligatory this didn't happen today, and throwaway because both my

parents and my friends know my main account, and TL;DR at the bottom.

A few days back I was in my AP Chemistry class, and I sit on a table with

this girl I have a huge crush on, we're pretty good friends, we were working

through an FRQ question and the other people on my table popped a

conversation about dating and relationships. The conversation goes

something like this:

F1: Friend 1, crush's male platonic friend

Edit: There's an update now, and it's not good.

Obligatory this didn't happen today, and throwaway because both my

parents and my friends know my main account, and TL;DR at the bottom.

A few days back I was in my AP Chemistry class, and I sit on a table with

this girl I have a huge crush on, we're pretty good friends, we were working

through an FRQ question and the other people on my table popped a

conversation about dating and relationships. The conversation goes

something like this:

F1: Friend 1, crush's male platonic friend
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Posted by u/throwaway284884 2 days ago

TIFU by asking my boyfriend for a shiny wooloo

TIFU when I asked my boyfriend to get me a shiny wooloo

My boyfriend has been excited about the new Pokémon game for months.

Apparently in the game you can go on quests and actually play the game

or look for cute Pokémon.

My boyfriend finally caved in and got the game after finals week and I was

really happy for him.

Here is where things started to go wrong. He asked me if he should

abandon actually playing the game to search for a shiny black wooloo

(some cute rare sheep thing). I said yes (it looked cute!!) and I regret it

sooooo much. He’s caught over 1215 wooloos over 16 hours with no luck

literally (the odds of having caught one >75% now based on the number he

TIFU when I asked my boyfriend to get me a shiny wooloo

My boyfriend has been excited about the new Pokémon game for months.

Apparently in the game you can go on quests and actually play the game

or look for cute Pokémon.

My boyfriend finally caved in and got the game after finals week and I was

really happy for him.

Here is where things started to go wrong. He asked me if he should

abandon actually playing the game to search for a shiny black wooloo

(some cute rare sheep thing). I said yes (it looked cute!!) and I regret it

sooooo much. He’s caught over 1215 wooloos over 16 hours with no luck

literally (the odds of having caught one >75% now based on the number he
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Posted by u/beanimus0829 5 days ago

TIFU welcoming my wife home

This week my wife was leaving town for 3 days for work leaving me with

my one year old son. Now let me say this has happened a few times

already without incident, just not this time. Before she left I was mentally

prepared, had a game plan, and was ready to execute.

Day one drop him off with grandparents until 6pm. Pick him up, feed him

chicken pot pie, give bath, brush teeth, put in baby bird mode (turn off all

lights and media) sleeping by 9. I’m off to a good start.

Day two pick him up around 6 again. Get home, stuff him with ravioli, peas,

and chicken. Quick bath, brush teeth, baby bird, sleep 8:30. I’m on fire.

Day three starts the same. Drop him with grandparents, but today pickup

I’m running 30 minutes late so they give him a quick dinner. We get home
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Posted by u/kottashtrophe 2 days ago

TIFU but gluing my vagina shut

This was a couple of months ago. I have a long term FWB that I trust with

everything having to do with my body. We had some semi rough sex a

week or so earlier and he had accidently torn my inner labia with a

fingernail or something. This resulted in every time I peed my stream

would hit it directly. Besides me having to bite my tongue and grit my teeth

to keep from screaming profanities because of how badly it would sting, it

also opened whatever had healed back into what I could only imagine was

a humongous gaping wound (that was probably actually only a centimeter

in length).

After a week of this I decided I needed to do something about it. I happen

to work in the OR at a local hospital and have access to some surgical glue.

There are two different types we use frequently. One called dermabond
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would hit it directly. Besides me having to bite my tongue and grit my teeth

to keep from screaming profanities because of how badly it would sting, it
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Posted by u/linjaes 1 day ago

TIFU by ruining my boyfriend's sex tape
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Posted by u/DenseAFThrowaway 23 hours ago

TIFU [UPDATE] by missing the biggest hint a girl has ever
dropped on me

In case you haven't seen the original post, this would be a good time to

take a look at it.

As literally everyone advised, I went ahead and asked her out earlier today.

This is the story of how that went down.

I was incredibly nervous, what if I had misread what she was doing and my

brain was seeing something that wasn't there? You know, the usual doubts.

I came in to school, mentally preparing myself for whatever answer I would

get. I looked for her everywhere during my free class prior to Chemistry. I

wanted us to be able to have some alone time after asking her out so we

could talk, hang around, etc. I couldn't find her. I met her at Chemistry

class. We get 5 minutes between classes, and we were both there 4
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class. We get 5 minutes between classes, and we were both there 4
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Posted by u/bukgirl 5 days ago

TIFU by letting the insurance guy see my lady bits

This will be quick as I am still at work and this happened just minutes ago.

So I have a NSFW reddit account. Anyway, the insurance guy is in the office

today to speak with everyone about insurance. Those who were interested

in enrolling signed up. He was going office to office of those interested and
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unknown to me I was scheduled to be seen during the time I usually take

my afternoon break. So I'm sitting in my office and I decide to check out my

other reddit. I wanted to respond to messages, comments, etc. So my

office is situated so that my back is towards the door. if someone walks in

they can see my computer screen (safely purposes I guess) and in my case

my phone screen. I happened to click on a picture that my bf took of my

lady parts covered in his handy work when the insurance guy walks in

(without knocking) and stops dead in his tracks because my lady junk was
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Posted by u/TheTardisTravelr 1 day ago

TIFU by selling a TV

So I've got this tv that I havent used or powered on in over a year, and I'm

thinking I could sell it for some quick cash. I do a post on facebook and

start getting offers on this ancient (5 years old) plasma tv. After a few hours

of going by the bots, I get an actual customer.

We agree on a price and this customer drives out to my house to pick up

the tv. Upon her arrival, she does the smart thing anyone buying a TV off

the internet would do, asks if it actually works. With a little quick thinking

on my part, I realize, I dont have cable, not do I had a DVD player, but i do

have an xbox. Plug in the HDMI cord and presto, the xbox dashboard.

Scroll through a few screens to show all the colors work everywhere and

shes satisfied.

So I've got this tv that I havent used or powered on in over a year, and I'm

thinking I could sell it for some quick cash. I do a post on facebook and

start getting offers on this ancient (5 years old) plasma tv. After a few hours

of going by the bots, I get an actual customer.

We agree on a price and this customer drives out to my house to pick up

the tv. Upon her arrival, she does the smart thing anyone buying a TV off

the internet would do, asks if it actually works. With a little quick thinking

on my part, I realize, I dont have cable, not do I had a DVD player, but i do

have an xbox. Plug in the HDMI cord and presto, the xbox dashboard.

Scroll through a few screens to show all the colors work everywhere and

shes satisfied.
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Posted by u/WackyJimothy 5 days ago

TIFU by literally having a ‘bruh’ moment

Obligatory first post, mobile. Also not today, but this Monday. Australian

User.

So I (M15) really enjoy working and earning my own money. I am employed

at my local KFC, but $10.95AUD/hr isn’t cutting it for my music tuition. I

applied at my local EB Games/GameStop and heard nothing back. I did a 9-

4 trying to squeeze in some extra cash when I noticed I’d missed a call from

a number I’d never seen. On my break, I figured I’d text them ‘Bruh’, just to

have a laugh as I thought it was one of my friends from school. As I’m

getting some food on my break, the same number calls me. Turns out, the

manager of the EB Games was calling me to ask if I was still interested in

the position. I’ve now got an interview on Friday and hope to be employed

very much!

Obligatory first post, mobile. Also not today, but this Monday. Australian

User.
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a number I’d never seen. On my break, I figured I’d text them ‘Bruh’, just to

have a laugh as I thought it was one of my friends from school. As I’m

getting some food on my break, the same number calls me. Turns out, the

manager of the EB Games was calling me to ask if I was still interested in

the position. I’ve now got an interview on Friday and hope to be employed

very much!
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Posted by u/shitz-and-gigglez 21 hours ago

TIFU by trying to clean my husbands tv screen after he told
me not to
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Tifu big time and i have yet to deal with the wrath. My husband has a nice

Samsung tv and it has fingerprints on the screen that drive me nuts. I’ve

asked him on several different occasions if i could use certain products to

clean/wipe the screen but he always says no it’ll ruin it. I’ve asked if i could

buy a product specifically made for tv screens and he still is adamant it will

ruin the type of screen he has.

Well. I went to Marshall’s yesterday and found electronic screen wipes. I

went on a cleaning spree a half hour ago and attempted to clean the

screen with the wipes specifically made for screens (or so it says)

Big BIG mistake. It did not work out well and not the screen has all these

dots and i think i May have ruined the picture. He hasn’t been home for
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Samsung tv and it has fingerprints on the screen that drive me nuts. I’ve
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went on a cleaning spree a half hour ago and attempted to clean the
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Big BIG mistake. It did not work out well and not the screen has all these

dots and i think i May have ruined the picture. He hasn’t been home for
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Posted by u/BeerAndBadTattoos 3 days ago

TIFU by tell a bunch of guys in halfway house the wrong
dating website

So this started last week. My job hires all the labor through work release,

so most of them haven't been free in 15+ years. Well we always joke back

in forth all day, but last week they asked me hey man I'm looking for "hoes"

I said oh a good app for you to get on is grinder. They were like oh ok, I

thought they knew I was joking or at least would have found out before

hand. Well today I'm working on a concrete truck and a guy walks up and

says hey watch your back those guys are really pissed at you and are

talking about jumping you. Me being me I was like well tell them to come

on, better yet I'll go meet them. I get over there and they are all pissed like

hey man you think this is a joke? I been having dudes hit me up all

morning!! I could help but die laughing, they actually got on it and made

profiles. I still think they want to jump me but if I get beat up it will be

worth it for the laugh I got today

So this started last week. My job hires all the labor through work release,

so most of them haven't been free in 15+ years. Well we always joke back

in forth all day, but last week they asked me hey man I'm looking for "hoes"

I said oh a good app for you to get on is grinder. They were like oh ok, I

thought they knew I was joking or at least would have found out before

hand. Well today I'm working on a concrete truck and a guy walks up and

says hey watch your back those guys are really pissed at you and are

talking about jumping you. Me being me I was like well tell them to come

on, better yet I'll go meet them. I get over there and they are all pissed like

hey man you think this is a joke? I been having dudes hit me up all

morning!! I could help but die laughing, they actually got on it and made

profiles. I still think they want to jump me but if I get beat up it will be

worth it for the laugh I got today
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Posted by u/TonyTerracotta 1 day ago

TIFU by being racist at the age of 6

So this happened in kindergarden when I was about 6 years old. Keep it in

mind that the kindergarden was the kind were you would spend the

majority of your day, including a nap and 2 meals.

There was a new kid from China who came to our kindergarden, because

her parents were too busy to take care of her due to the fact that they were

trying to find a sustainable job. She didn't speak our language, but the

caretakers were trying their best to make her feel right at home by cooking

dumplings or noodles and playing old Chinese music into the speakers.

Quick note: I live in a post communist European country, so in the early

2000's there weren't too many foreigners who wanted to live here. Things

go pretty well, yada-yada, but one day little me decides to do a stupid

thing.
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